EXPLANATION

- COAL OUTCROP—Inferred
- OVERBURDEN ISOPACH—Inferred, thickness as indicated
- COAL ISOPACH—Dotted where approximately indicated, short dashed where inferred, continue internal 2 feet
- LIMIT OF SPLIT—Approximately inclined arrows in direction of split

UNITED STATES GEODESY SURVEY OR NORTH

Dakota Geological Survey Drill Hole

Dakota Geological Survey Drill Hole

North Dakota State Water Commission Drill Hole

Oil and Gas Test Well

No Record

Weathered Coal—Thickness undetermined

Spudged Below Coal

Limit of Area for Which Coal Resources Are Calculated—See tables G and H, footnotes on outside

1 with thickness of coal bed or weathered splits and partings and interbeds between the Heart River and Froihberg coal beds

All measurements in feet. To convert to meters, multiply by 0.3048

ISOPACH MAP OF HEART RIVER BED, SOUTH BELFIELD AREA

SCALE: 1/53 360
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0 1 2 3 4 KILOMETERS

DATA IS MEAN SEA LEVEL.